The Key to Smart Securities
We deliver unique, trusted solutions for creating
and deploying tokenised digital securities

Equity | Funds | Debt
Visit the site

www.gsxgrid.com

About
Tokenised digital securities are traditional
financial instruments (equity, funds and
debt) digitally created on the GRID that
benefit from the power of the blockchain.
The GRID provides issuers with the
opportunity to benefit from unique
features that eliminate intermediaries and
increases
speed
of
issuance
and
distribution, while reducing costs and
complexities.

Our Solution

The investment cycle of traditional
securities is cumbersome, expensive and
inefficient. The GRID makes the process of
creating and distributing securities easy,
cost effective, and efficient, ultimately
enabling issuers to issue tailor made
tokenised digital securities.

Unique Features
Multiple unique features: including
digital security issuance and distribution,
interoperability and fractional ownership

Efficient and Compliant

Seamless allocation of tokenised digital
securities, eliminating intermediaries and
improving speed-to-market in a safe and
compliant environment

Trusted Immutable Records
End-to-end immutable trusted record of
transactions and Register of Members

The GRID Solution

With a simplified security generation and
deployment process, issuers will be able to
issue their securities within a fast, efficient,
compliant environment for allocation and
distribution as well as security life-cycle
management.

 Fluidity: Issuers are enabled to seamlessly manage
issuance life-cycle activities

Member Firms

 Efficiency: Legacy intermediaries are removed to
enhance the speed of distribution to reduce
unnecessary administrative processes and costs

For issuance opportunities on the GRID,
potential issuers must seek out a Member
Firm. Visit the link below to make contact.
gsxgrid.com/member-firms/

Contact
+350 200 67822
info@gsxgroup.global
www.gsxgroup.global
Suite 741, Europort
Gibraltar, GX11 1AA

Part of the:

 User Friendly: Issuers are enabled to allocate
tokenised digital securities with a simple experience

 Immutable: Immutable record of transactions and
ownership
 Smart Contracts: Smart contracts enforce rules, and
compliance
with
investor
jurisdiction
and
categorisation, distribution and holding requirements
 New Asset Classes: Opportunity to create innovative
products enabling fractionalised ownership of asset
classes including, but not limited to, real estate and
fine art

